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Abstract We derive the forward and backward filtering equations for a class of degenerate partially observ-
able diffusions, satisfying the weak Ho¨rmander condition. Our approach is based on the Ho¨lder theory for
degenerate SPDEs that allows to pursue the direct approaches proposed by N. V. Krylov and A. Zatezalo,
and A. Yu. Veretennikov, avoiding the use of general results from filtering theory. As a by-product we also
provide existence, regularity and estimates for the filtering density.
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1 Introduction
The classical kinetic model $&%dXt “ Vtdt,dVt “ σdWt, σ ą 0, (1.1)
is a remarkable example of a system of SDEs whose Kolmogorov equation
σ2
2
Bvvf ` vBxf ` Btf “ 0, pt, x, vq P R3, (1.2)
is hypoelliptic but not uniformly parabolic. Precisely, (1.2) satisfies the weak Ho¨rmander condition in that
the drift plays a key role in the noise propagation (see [14] and the introduction in [12]). In (1.1) W is a
Brownian motion and X,V represent position and velocity of a particle. This type of SDEs arises in several
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2 Andrea Pascucci, Antonello Pesce
linear and non-linear models in physics (see, for instance, [4], [23], [8], [11]) and in mathematical finance
(see, for instance, [2], [26]).
In this paper we study the filtering problem for (1.1). To the best of our knowledge, this kind of problem
was never considered in the literature, possibly because the known results for hypoelliptic SPDEs (e.g. [5],
[21], [16], [30] and [29]) do not apply in this case. Here we propose a unified approach for the derivation of the
backward and forward filtering equations based on the Ho¨lder theory for degenerate SPDEs recently developed
in [28] and [27] (see also [6] and [24] for similar results for uniformly parabolic SPDEs). Having an existence
and regularity theory at hand, we can pursue the “direct” approaches proposed by Krylov and Zatezalo [19]
and Veretennikov [33], thus avoiding the use of general results from filtering theory. In particular, as in [33]
we derive the backward filtering equation “by hand”, without resorting to prior knowledge of the SPDE, in
a more direct way compared to the classical approach in [25], [13], [22] or [30].
To be more specific, we consider the following general setup: we assume that the position Xt and the
velocity Vt of a particle are scalar stochastic processes only partially observable through some observation
process Yt. The joint dynamics of X,V and Y is given by the system of SDEs$’’’&’’’%
dXt “ Vtdt,
dVt “ bpt,Xt, Vt, Ytqdt` σipt,Xt, Vt, YtqdW it ,
dYt “ hpt,Xt, Vt, Ytqdt` θipt, YtqdW it ,
(1.3)
where we adopt the Einstein summation convention, Wt “ pW 1t , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Wnt q denotes a n-dimensional Brownian
motion, with n ě 2, defined on a complete probability space pΩ,F , P q with a filtration pFtqtPr0,T s satisfying
the usual assumptions. Hereafter, for simplicity we set Zt “ pXt, Vtq and denote by z “ px, vq and ζ “ pξ, νq
the points in R2.
Let FYt,T “ σpYs, t ď s ď T q define the filtration of observations and let ϕ be a bounded and continuous
function, ϕ P bCpR2q. The filtering problem consists in finding the best FYt,T -measurable least-square estimate
of ϕpZT q, that is the conditional expectation E
“
ϕpZT q | FYt,T
‰
. Our first result, Theorem 8 shows that
E
“
ϕpZt,zT q | FYt,T
‰ “ ż
R2
Γˆpt, z;T, ζqϕpζqdζ,
where Γˆ is the (normalized) fundamental solution of the forward filtering equation; the latter is a SPDE of
the form
dBuspζq “ As,ζuspζqds` Gs,ζuspζqdWs (1.4)
where B “ Bs ` νBξ and
As,ζuspζq “ 1
2
a¯spζqBννuspζq ` “first order terms”, Gs,ζuspζq “ σ¯spζqBνuspζq ` h¯spζquspζq.
The forward filtering SPDE is precisely formulated in (3.6). The symbol dB in (1.4) indicates that the SPDE
is understood in the Itoˆ (or strong) sense, that is
us
`
γBs´tpζq
˘ “ utpζq ` ż s
t
Aτ,γBτ´tpζquτ pγBτ´tpζqqdτ `
ż s
t
Gτ,γBτ´tpζquτ pγBτ´tpζqqdWτ , s P rt, T s,
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where s ÞÑ γBs pξ, νq denotes the integral curve, starting from pξ, νq, of the advection vector field νBξ or, more
explicitly, γBs pξ, νq “ pξ ` sν, νq.
Example 1 The prototype of (1.4) is the Langevin SPDE
dBuspξ, νq “ σ
2
2
Bννuspξ, νqds` βBνuspξ, νqdWs, (1.5)
with σ, β constant parameters. Clearly, if us “ uspξ, νq is a smooth function then (1.5) can be written in the
usual Itoˆ form
duspξ, νq “
ˆ
σ2
2
Bννuspξ, νq´νBξuspξ, νq
˙
ds` βBνuspξ, νqdWs.
Notice that Bξ, being equal to the Lie bracket rBν ,Bs, has to be regarded as a third order derivative in the
intrinsic sense of subelliptic operators (cf. [10]): this motivates the use of the “Lie stochastic differential” dB
instead of the standard Itoˆ differential in (2.1). Notice also that (1.5) reduces to the forward Kolmogorov
(or Fokker-Planck) equation for (1.1) when β “ 0.
Analogously, in Section 3.2 we prove that
E
“
ϕpZt,z,yT , Y t,z,yT q | FYt,T
‰ “ ż
R3
Γ¯pt, z, y;T, ζ, ηqϕpζ, ηqdζdη, pt, z, yq P r0, T s ˆ R2 ˆ R,
where Γ¯ denotes the (normalized) fundamental solution of the backward filtering equation that is a SPDE of
the form
´dButpz, yq “ rAtutpz, yqdt` rGtutpz, yq ‹ dWt. (1.6)
We refer to (3.15) for the precise formulation of the backward filtering SPDE. The symbol ‹ means that
(1.6) is written in terms of the backward Itoˆ integral whose definition is recalled in Section 5 for reader’s
convenience. We shall see that the coefficients of the forward filtering SPDE are random, while the coefficients
of the backward filtering SPDE are deterministic. Moreover, (1.4) is posed in R3 (including the time variable)
while (1.6) is posed in R4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we resume and extend the Ho¨lder theory for
degenerate SPDEs satisfying the weak Ho¨rmander condition, developed in [28] and [27]. In Section 3, which
is the core of the paper, we state the filtering problem and derive the forward and backward filtering SPDEs.
Section 4 contains the proof of the results about the existence and Gaussian estimates for the fundamental
solutions of the filtering SPDEs. In Section 5 we collect the definition and some basic result about backward
stochastic integration.
2 Fundamental solution of Langevin-type SPDEs
We present the Ho¨lder theory for degenerate SPDEs that will be used in the derivation of the filtering
equations. We first introduce some general notation and the functional spaces used throughout the paper.
We denote by z “ px, v1, . . . , vdq and ζ “ pξ, ν1, . . . , νdq the points in R ˆ Rd. Moreover, for any k P N,
0 ă α ă 1 and 0 ď t ă T ,
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i) mBt,T (resp. bBt,T ) is the space of all real-valued (resp. bounded) Borel measurable functions f “ fspzq
on rt, T s ˆ Rd`1;
ii) C0t,T (resp. bC
0
t,T ) is the space of functions f P mBt,T (resp. f P bBt,T ) that are continuous in z and
Cαt,T (resp. bC
α
t,T ) is the space of functions f P mBt,T (resp. f P bBt,T ) that are α-Ho¨lder continuous in
z uniformly with respect to s, that is
sup
sPrt,T s
z‰ζ
|fspzq ´ fspζq|
|z ´ ζ|α ă 8.
We also denote by C0,1t,T the space of functions f P mBt,T that are Lipschitz continuous in z uniformly
with respect to s P rt, T s;
iii) Ck`αt,T (resp. bC
k`α
t,T ) is the space of functions f P mBt,T that are k-times differentiable with respect to z
with derivatives in Cαt,T (resp. bC
α
t,T ).
We use boldface to denote the stochastic version of the previous functional spaces. Let pWtqtPr0,T s be a one-
dimensional Brownian motion on a complete probability space pΩ,F , P q, endowed with a filtration pFtqtPr0,T s
satisfying the usual conditions, and let Pt,T be the predictable σ-algebra on rt, T s ˆΩ.
Definition 1 We denote by Ck`αt,T the family of functions f “ fspz, ωq on rt, T s ˆ Rd`1 ˆΩ such that:
i) ps, zq ÞÑ fspz, ωq P Ck`αt,T for any ω P Ω;
ii) ps, ωq ÞÑ fspz, ωq is Pt,T -measurable for any z P Rd`1.
Similarly, we define bCk`αt,T .
We consider a class of degenerate SPDEs of the form
dBuspζq “ As,ζuspζqds` Gs,ζuspζqdWs (2.1)
where B “ Bs ` ν1Bξ and
As,ζuspζq :“ 1
2
aijs pζqBνiνjuspζq ` bispζqBνiuspζq ` cspζquspζq,
Gs,ζuspζq :“ σispζqBνiuspζq ` hspζquspζq.
Definition 2 A solution to (2.1) on rt, T s is a process u “ uspξ, νq P C0t,T that is twice continuously
differentiable in the variables ν and solves the equation
us
`
γBs´tpζq
˘ “ utpζq ` ż s
t
Aτ,γBτ´tpζquτ pγBτ´tpζqqdτ `
ż s
t
Gτ,γBτ´tpζquτ pγBτ´tpζqqdWτ , s P rt, T s,
where s ÞÑ γBs pξ, νq denotes the integral curve, starting from pξ, νq, of the advection vector field ν1Bξ, that
is γBs pξ, νq “ pξ ` sν1, νq.
Definition 3 A fundamental solution of the forward SPDE (2.1) is a stochastic process Γ “ Γpt, z; s, ζq,
defined for 0 ď t ă s ď T and z, ζ P Rd`1, such that for any pt, zq P r0, T q ˆ Rd`1 and t0 P pt, T q we have:
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i) Γpt, z; ¨, ¨q is a solution to (2.1) on rt0, T s;
ii) for any ϕ P bCpRd`1q and z0 P Rd`1, we have
lim
ps,ζqÑpt,z0q
sąt
ż
R2
Γpt, z; s, ζqϕpzqdz “ ϕpz0q, P -a.s.
In [27], under suitable assumptions on the coefficients, we proved existence and Gaussian-type estimates of
a fundamental solution for (2.1) when bs ” cs ” hs ” 0 and d “ 1. Here we slightly extend those results to
an SPDE of the general form (2.1) and to the backward version of it, that is
´dButpzq “ At,zutpzqdt` Gt,zutpzq ‹ dWt, B “ Bt ` v1Bx. (2.2)
We denote by Ck`αt,T (and bC
k`α
t,T ) the stochastic Ho¨lder spaces formally defined as in Definition 1 with
Pt,T in condition ii) replaced by the backward predictable σ-algebra Pt,T defined in terms of the backward
Brownian filtration (cf. Section 5). Again, (2.2) is understood in the strong sense:
Definition 4 A solution to (2.2) on r0, ss is a process u “ utpx, vq P C00,s that is twice continuously
differentiable in the variables v and such that
ut
`
γBs´tpzq
˘ “ uspzq ` ż s
t
Aτ,γBs´τ pzquτ pγBs´τ pzqqdτ `
ż s
t
Gτ,γBs´τ pzquτ pγBs´τ pzqq ‹ dWτ , t P r0, ss.
Definition 5 A fundamental solution for the backward SPDE (2.2) is a stochastic process Γ “ Γpt, z; s, ζq
defined for 0 ď t ă s ď T and z, ζ P Rd`1, such that for any ps, ζq P p0, T s ˆ Rd`1 and t0 P p0, sq we have:
i) Γp¨, ¨; s, ζq is a solution to (2.2) on r0, t0s;
ii) for any ϕ P bCpRd`1q and z0 P Rd`1, we have
lim
pt,zqÑps,z0q
tăs
ż
R2
Γpt, z; s, ζqϕpζqdζ “ ϕpz0q, P -a.s.
Next we pose the standing assumptions on the coefficients of (2.1) and (2.2).
Assumption 1 (Regularity) For some α P p0, 1q, we have:
i) a P bCα0,T , σ P bC3`α0,T , b, c P bC00,T , h P bC20,T in the forward SPDE (2.1);
ii) a P b Cα0,T , σ P b C3`α0,T , b, c P b C00,T , h P b C20,T in the backward SPDE (2.2).
Assumption 2 (Coercivity) There exists a random, finite and positive constant m such that
xpatpzq ´ σtpzqσt˚ pzqqζ, ζy ě m|ζ|2, t P r0, T s, z, ζ P Rd`1, P -a.s.
In our analysis we make use of the Itoˆ-Wentzell transform. Let px, vq P Rd`1. For a fixed t P r0, T q we consider
the SDE in Rd
γIWt,spx, vq “ v ´
ż s
t
στ px, γIWt,τ px, vqqdWτ , s P rt, T s, (2.3)
and, for a fixed s P p0, T s, the SDE
γIWt,spx, vq “ v `
ż s
t
στ px,γIWτ,spx, vqq ‹ dWτ , t P r0, ss. (2.4)
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Assumption 1 ensures that (2.3) and (2.4) have strong solutions and the maps px, vq ÞÑ `x, γIWt,spx, vq˘ and
px, vq ÞÑ `x,γIWt,spx, vq˘ define forward and backward flows of diffeomorphisms of Rd`1 respectively. These
changes of coordinates allow to transform the SPDEs (2.1) and (2.4) into PDEs with random coefficients
whose properties depend on the gradient of the stochastic flow: to have a control on it, we impose the some
additional condition. For any suitably regular function f “ fpwq : RN ÝÑ R, ε ą 0 and multi-index β P NN0 ,
we set
xfyε,β :“ sup
wPRN
p1` |w|2qε|Bβwfpwq|. (2.5)
Assumption 3 There exist ε ą 0 and two random variables M1 P LppΩq, with p ą max
 
2, 1ε
(
, and M2 P
L8pΩq such that with probability one
sup
tPr0,T s
`xσtyε,β ` xσty1{2`ε,β1˘ ďM1, |β| “ 1, |β1| “ 2, 3,
sup
tPr0,T s
xhty1{2,β ďM2, |β| “ 1.
Assumption 3 requires that σtpzq and htpzq flatten as z Ñ 8. In particular, this condition is clearly
satisfied if σ and h depend only on t or, more generally, if the spatial gradients of σ and h have compact
support.
In order to state the main result of this section, Theorem 4 below, we need to introduce some additional
notation: we consider the Gaussian kernel
Γλpt, x, vq “ λ
t
d`3
2
exp
ˆ
´ 1
2λ
ˆ
x2
t3
` |v|
2
t
˙˙
, t ą 0, px, vq P Rˆ Rd, λ ą 0. (2.6)
To fix ideas, for d “ 1 and up to some renormalization, Γλ is the fundamental solution of the degenerate
Langevin equation (1.2). For a recent survey on the theory of this kind of ultra-parabolic operators and the
related sub-elliptic structure, we refer to [1].
In the following statement, we denote by gIW,´1 (and gIW,´1) the inverse of the Itoˆ-Wentzell stochastic
flow px, vq ÞÑ gIWpx, vq :“ `x, γIWt,spx, vq˘ defined by (2.3) (and px, vq ÞÑ gIWpx, vq :“ `x,γIWt,spx, vq˘ defined by
(2.4), respectively). Moreover, we consider the vector field
Yt,spzq :“
´
pγIWt,sq1pzq,´pγIWt,spzqq1p∇vγIWt,sq´1pzqBxγIWt,spzq
¯
, (2.7)
with ∇vγIW “ pBvjγIWi qi,j“1,¨¨¨d and BxγIW “ pBxγIWi qi“1,¨¨¨d, and define Yt,s analogously. Eventually, equation
γt,zs “ z `
ż s
t
Yt,τ pγt,zτ qdτ, s P rt, T s,
defines the integral curve of Yt,s starting from pt, zq, and equation
γs,ζt “ ζ `
ż s
t
Yτ,spγs,ζτ qdτ, t P r0, ss,
defines the integral curve of Yt,s ending at ps, ζq. The main result of this section is the following theorem
whose proof is postponed to Section 4.
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Theorem 4 Under Assumptions 1-i), 2 and 3, the forward SPDE (2.1) has a fundamental solution Γ and
there exists a positive random variable λ such that
Γλ´1
´
s´ t, gIW,´1t,s pζq ´ γt,zs
¯
ď Γpt, z; s, ζq ď Γλ
´
s´ t, gIW,´1t,s pζq ´ γt,zs
¯
, (2.8)
|BνiΓpt, z; s, ξ, νq| ď 1?s´ tΓλ
´
s´ t, gIW,´1t,s pξ, νq ´ γt,zs
¯
, (2.9)ˇˇBνiνjΓpt, z; s, ξ, νqˇˇ ď 1s´ tΓλ ´s´ t, gIW,´1t,s pξ, νq ´ γt,zs ¯ , (2.10)
for every 0 ď t ă s ď T , z, ζ “ pξ, νq P Rd`1 and i, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ d, with probability one.
Similarly, under Assumptions 1-ii), 2 and 3, the backward SPDE (2.2) has a fundamental solution Γ
satisfying estimates
Γλ´1
´
s´ t,gIW,´1t,s pzq ´ γs,ζt
¯
ď Γpt, z; s, ζq ď Γλ
´
s´ t,gIW,´1t,s pzq ´ γs,ζt
¯
, (2.11)
|BviΓpt, x, v; s, ζq| ď 1?s´ tΓλ
´
s´ t,gIW,´1t,s px, vq ´ γs,ζt
¯
, (2.12)ˇˇBvivjΓpt, x, v; s, ζqˇˇ ď 1s´ tΓλ ´s´ t,gIW,´1t,s px, vq ´ γs,ζt ¯ , (2.13)
for every 0 ď t ă s ď T , z “ px, vq, ζ P Rd`1 and i, j “ 1, . . . d, with probability one.
Remark 1 We would like to emphasize that Theorem 4 is new even in the deterministic case, i.e. when
σ ” 0, h ” 0 and the coefficients are deterministic functions. In fact, a study of Kolmogorov PDEs with
coefficients measurable in time was only recently proposed in [3]: however in [3] the coefficients are assumed
to be independent of the spatial variables that is a very particular case where the fundamental solution is
known explicitly.
In the derivation of the forward filtering SPDE, we will use a deterministic backward Kolmogorov PDE to
which Theorem 4 applies. Precisely, we will use the following
Corollary 1 Let Assumption 2 with σ ” 0 be satisfied and let a P bCα0,T , b, c P bC00,T , for some α P p0, 1q,
and ϕ P bCpRd`1q. Then there exists a bounded solution of the backward Cauchy problem$&%´dBfpt, zq “ At,zfpt, zqdt,fpT, ¨q “ ϕ, (2.14)
in the sense of Definition 4, that is
f
`
t, γBT´tpzq
˘ “ ϕpzq ` ż T
t
As,γBT´spzqf
`
s, γBT´spzq
˘
ds, pt, zq P r0, T s ˆ Rd`1, (2.15)
where γBs px, vq “ px ` sv1, vq. Moreover, if ϕ P bCαpRd`1q for some α P p0, 1q then there exists a positive
constant C such that,
sup
px,vqPRˆRd
|Bβv fpt, x, vq| ď CpT ´ tq´
|β|´α
2 , 1 ď |β| ď 2. (2.16)
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3 The filtering problem
Consider system (1.3) and suppose that h ” θ ” 0, that is no observation is available on the solution
Zt,z starting from z at time t. Then, it is well known that, under suitable regularity and non-degeneracy
assumptions on σ, we have
E
“
ϕpZt,zT q
‰ “ ż
R2
Γ pt, z;T, ζqϕpζqdζ, (3.1)
where Γ “ Γ pt, z;T, ζq is the fundamental solution of the backward Kolmogorov operator
K “ |σ|
2
2
Bvv ` bBv ` vBx ` Bt (3.2)
with respect to the variables pt, x, vq and of its adjoint, the Fokker-Plank operator K˚, w.r.t the forward
variables pT, ξ, νq.
In this section we study the filtering problem for system (1.3) and, assuming that Y is not trivial, we
prove a representation formula for E
“
ϕpZT q | FYt,T
‰
that is analogous to (3.1) in the sense that it is written
in terms of the fundamental solution of a backward and a forward SPDE, whose existence is guaranteed by
Theorem 4. Actually, in filtering theory, the derivation itself of the filtering SPDE is a non-trivial task.
As already mentioned, in our analysis we will adopt a direct approach. However, we should acknowledge
that there are at least two quite different direct approaches proposed in the literature: both of them are
meant to avoid the purely probabilistic techniques of the general filtering theory.
The direct approach by Krylov and Zatezalo [19] mimicks the derivation of the standard Kolmogorov
operator (3.2): roughly speaking, assuming that the filtering SPDE is known in advance, one takes a solution
ut (whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 4), applies the Itoˆ formula to utpZtq and finally takes expec-
tations. This is the approach we follow in Section 3.1 to prove the existence of the forward filtering density
and the representation of the conditional expectation E
“
ϕpZT q | FYt,T
‰
in terms of it.
On the other hand, the direct approach by Veretennikov [32], [33], allows to derive the backward filtering
SPDE “by hand”, without knowing the equation in advance: the main tools are the backward Itoˆ calculus
and the remarkable backward diffusion SPDE of Theorem 12. We follow this approach in Section 3.2 to
derive the backward filtering SPDE and the corresponding filtering density. Note however that in Section
3.2 we only provide an informal, yet quite detailed, derivation: a full proof is outside the scope of the present
paper and would require a generalization of the results of Section 5 to degenerate diffusions. This is certainly
possible but would require some additional effort and is postponed to future research.
Throughout this section we assume the following non-degeneracy condition: there exists a positive con-
stant m such that
|θpt, yq|2 ě m, x
ˆ
I ´ θpt, yqθ
˚pt, yq
|θpt, yq|2
˙
σpt, z, yq, σpt, z, yqy ě m, t P r0, T s, z P R2, y P R. (3.3)
Equivalently, |Qpt, yqσpt, z, yq|2 ě m, where Q is the orthogonal projector on Kerθ.
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Under condition (3.3), up to a straightforward transformation (see [30], Section 6.1), system (1.3) can be
written in the canonical form$’’’&’’’%
dXt “ Vtdt,
dVt “ bpt,Xt, Vt, Ytqdt` σipt,Xt, Vt, YtqdW it ,
dYt “ hpt, Zt, Ytqdt` θpt, YtqdW 1t ,
(3.4)
where W “ pW 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Wnq is a n-dimensional Brownian motion. Setting σˆ :“ `σ2, . . . , σn˘ so that σ “
pσ1, σˆq, assumption (3.3) becomes
Assumption 5 (Coercivity) There exists a positive constant m such that
θpt, yq2 ě m, |σˆpt, z, yq|2 ě m, t P r0, T s, z P R2, y P R.
Moreover, system (3.4) can be written more conveniently as$&%dZt “ BZtdt` e2
`
bpt, Zt, Ytqdt` σipt, Zt, YtqdW it
˘
,
dYt “ hpt, Zt, Ytqdt` θpt, YtqdW 1t ,
(3.5)
with
B “
˜
0 1
0 0
¸
, e2 “
˜
0
1
¸
.
3.1 Forward filtering SPDE
We consider the solution pZt,zs , YsqsPrt,T s of system (3.5) with initial condition Zt,zt “ z P R2; we do not
impose any initial condition on the Y -component. We introduce the stochastic processes
σspζq :“ σps, ζ, Ysq, θs :“ θps, Ysq, bspζq :“ bspζ, Ysq, rhspζq :“ hps, ζ, Ysq
θps, Ysq ,
The forward filtering SPDE for system (3.5) reads as follows
dBvspξ, νq “ As˚ vspξ, νqds` Gs˚ vspξ, νqdYsθs , B “ Bs ` νBξ, (3.6)
where A˚ and G˚ are the adjoints of the differential operators (with random coefficients)
As :“ |σspξ, νq|
2
2
Bνν ` bspξ, νqBν , Gs :“ σ1spξ, νqBν ` rhspξ, νq,
respectively.
In order to apply to (3.6) the general results of Section 1, in particular Theorem 4 and Corollary 1, we
assume the following conditions. We recall notation (2.5) and that σ “ pσ1, σˆq ” pσ1, σ2, . . . , σnq.
Assumption 6 (Regularity) The coefficients of (3.5) are such that σ1 P bC3`α0,T pR3q, σˆ P bC2`α0,T pR3q,
θ P bCα0,T pRq, b P bC10,T pR3q, h P bC20,T pR3q.
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Assumption 7 (Flattening at infinity) There exist two positive constants ε,M such that
sup
tPr0,T s
yPR
`xσ1pt, ¨, yqyε,β ` xσ1pt, ¨, yqy1{2`ε,β1 ` xhpt, ¨, yqy1{2,β˘ ďM
for |β| “ 1 and |β1| “ 2, 3.
Remark 2 With regard to the existence of solutions to (3.6), let us introduce the process
ĂWs :“ ż s
t
θ´1τ dYτ “W 1s ´W 1t `
ż s
t
rhτ pZt,zτ qdτ, s P rt, T s.
By Girsanov’s theorem, pĂWsqsPrt,T s is a Brownian motion w.r.t the measure Q defined by dQ “ p%t,zT q´1dP
where
d%t,zs “ rhspZt,zs q2%t,zs dt` rhspZt,zs q%t,zs dW 1s , %t,zt “ 1. (3.7)
Moreover, pĂWsqsPrt,T s is adapted to pFYt,sqsPrt,T s. Then, equation (3.6) can be written in the equivalent form
dBvspζq “ As˚ vspζqds` Gs˚ vspζqdĂWs (3.8)
under Q. Under Assumptions 5, 6 and 7, by Theorem 4 a fundamental solution Γ “ Γpt, z; s, ζq for (3.8)
exists, satisfies estimates (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) and s ÞÑ Γpt, z; s, ζq is adapted to pFYt,sqsPrt,T s. We say that the
stochastic process
Γˆpt, z; s, ζq “ Γpt, z; s, ζqş
R2 Γpt, z; s, ζ1qdζ1
, 0 ď t ă s ď T, z, ζ P R2,
is the forward filtering density for system (3.5). This definition is motivated by the following
Theorem 8 Let pZt,zs , YsqsPrt,T s denote the solution of system (3.5) with initial condition Zt,zt “ z. Under
Assumptions 5, 6 and 7, for any ϕ P bCpR2q we have
E
“
ϕpZt,zT q | FYt,T
‰ “ ż
R2
Γˆpt, z;T, ζqϕpζqdζ, pt, zq P r0, T s ˆ R2. (3.9)
Proof By Remark 2,
ş
R2 Γˆpt, z;T, ζqϕpζqdζ P mFYt,T . We prove that, for any bounded and FYt,T -measurable
random variable G, we have
E
“
GϕpZt,zT q
‰ “ E „Gp%t,zT q´1 ż
R2
Γpt, z;T, ζqϕpζqdζ

, (3.10)
with %t,z as in (3.7). From (3.10) with ϕ ” 1 it will follow that
E
“p%t,zT q´1 | FYt,T ‰ “ ˆż
R2
Γpt, z;T, ζqdζ
˙´1
and therefore also (3.9) will follow from (3.10).
By a standard approximation argument, it is enough to take ϕ in the class of test functions and G of the
form G “ e´ şTt csds where cs “ cps, Ysq with c “ cps, yq being a smooth, bounded and non-negative function
on rt, T s ˆ R. Thus, we are left with the proof of the following identity:
E
”
e´
şT
t
csdsϕpZt,zT q
ı
“ E
„
e´
şT
t
csdsp%t,zT q´1
ż
R2
Γpt, z;T, ζqϕpζqdζ

. (3.11)
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To this end, we consider the deterministic backward Cauchy problem
f
´
s, epT´sqBζ, y
¯
“ ϕpζq `
ż T
s
p rAτ ´ cpτ, yqqf ´τ, epT´τqBζ, y¯ dτ, ps, ζ, yq P rt, T s ˆ R2 ˆ R, (3.12)
where
rAτ :“ 1
2
`|σpτ, ζ, yq|2Bνν ` 2θpτ, yqσ1pτ, ζ, yqBνy ` θ2pτ, yqByy˘` bpτ, ζ, yqBν ` hpτ, ζ, yqBy.
In differential form, (3.12) reads as$&%´dBfps, ζ, yq “
´ rAsfps, ζ, yq ´ cps, yqfps, ζ, yq¯ ds,
fpT, ζ, yq “ ϕpζq.
Corollary 1 ensures existence and estimates of a strong solution f to (3.12).
Next, we consider the process
M t,zs :“ e´
şs
t
cτdτ p%t,zs q´1
ż
R2
Γpt, z; s, ζqfps, ζ, Ysqdζ, s P rt, T s.
By definition, we have
M t,zT “ e´
şT
t
csdsp%t,zT q´1
ż
R2
Γpt, z;T, ζqϕpζqdζ.
On the other hand, by the Feynman-Kac theorem we have
M t,zt “ fpt, z, Ytq “ E
”
e´
şT
t
csdsϕpZt,zT q | Yt
ı
.
Hence to prove (3.11) it suffices to check that M “ pM t,zs qsPrt,T s is a martingale: to this end, we prove the
representation
M t,zT “M t,zt `
ż T
t
Gt,zs dW
1
s ,
Gt,zs “ e´
şs
t
cτdτ p%t,zs q´1
ż
R2
Γpt, z; s, ζq pGs ` θsByq fps, ζ, Ysqdζ, s P rt, T s, (3.13)
and conclude by showing that
E
«ż T
t
|Gt,zs |2ds
ff
ă 8. (3.14)
We first compute the stochastic differential dBfps, ζ, Ysq: by Corollary 1 we have
dBfps, ζ, Ysq “
ˆ
´ rAs ` 1
2
θ2sByy ` cs
˙
fps, ζ, Ysqds` Byfps, ζ, YsqdYs
“
ˆ
´ rAs ` 1
2
θ2sByy ` hspZsqBy ` cs
˙
fps, ζ, Ysqds` θsByfps, ζ, YsqdW 1s .
On the other hand, we have
dBΓpt, z; s, ζq “ As˚Γpt, z; s, ζqds` Gs˚ Γpt, z; s, ζqdYsθs
“
´
As˚ ` rhspZsqGs˚ ¯Γpt, z; s, ζqds` Gs˚ Γpt, z; s, ζqdW 1s .
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Then, by Itoˆ formula we have
dB pfps, ζ, YsqΓpt, z; s, ζqq “ I1pt, z; s, ζqds` I2pt, z; s, ζqdW 1s
where
I1pt, z; s, ζq “ fps, ζ, Ysq
´
As˚ ` rhspZsqGs˚ ¯Γpt, z; s, ζq
` Γpt, z; s, ζq
ˆ
´ rAs ` 1
2
θ2sByy ` hspZsqBy ` cs
˙
fps, ζ, Ysq ` θsGs˚ Γpt, z; s, ζqByfps, ζ, Ysq,
I2pt, z; s, ζq “ fps, ζ, YsqGs˚ Γpt, z; s, ζq ` θsΓpt, z; s, ζqByfps, ζ, Ysq.
This means that for any s P pt, T s we have
fpT, epT´sqBζ, YT qΓpt, z;T, epT´sqBζq “ fps, ζ, YsqΓpt, z; s, ζq
`
ż T
s
I1pt, z; τ, epτ´sqBζqdτ `
ż T
s
I2pt, z; τ, epτ´sqBζqdW 1τ .
Next, we integrate over R2 the previous identity and apply the standard and stochastic Fubini’s theorems
(see, for instance, [30], Chapter 1) to getż
R2
fpT, epT´sqBζ, YT qΓpt, z;T, epT´sqBζqdζ “
ż
R2
fps, ζ, YsqΓpt, z; s, ζqdζ
`
ż T
s
ż
R2
I1pt, z; τ, epτ´sqBζqdζdτ
`
ż T
s
ż
R2
I2pt, z; τ, epτ´sqBζqdζdW 1τ .
By the estimates of the fundamental solution in Theorem 4, the estimates of the solution f and its derivatives
in Corollary 1, the boundedness of the coefficients and the non-degeneracy condition (5), we haveż T
s
ż
R2
|I1pt, z; τ, ζq|dζdτ ď
ż T
s
C
pT ´ τq 12 ps´ tq
ż
R2
Γλpτ ´ t, z; τ, gIW,´1t,τ pζq ´ γt,zτ qdζdτ ď C 1 pT ´ sq
1
2
s´ t ,
and, analogouslyż T
s
ˆż
R2
|I2pt, z; τ, ζq|dζ
˙2
dτ ď
ż T
s
ˆ
C
ps´ tq 12
ż
R2
Γλpτ ´ t, z; τ, gIW,´1t,τ pζq ´ γt,zτ qdζ
˙2
dτ ď C
1
s´ t ,
for some positive constants C,C 1. This justifies the use of Fubini’s theorems.
Now, since the Jacobian of the transformation ζ 1 “ esBζ equals one for any s, the previous equality yieldsż
R2
fpT, ζ, YT qΓpt, z;T, ζqdζ “
ż
R2
fps, ζ, YsqΓpt, z; s, ζqdζ
`
ż T
s
ż
R2
I1pt, z; τ, ζqζdτ `
ż T
s
ż
R2
I2pt, z; τ, ζqdζdW 1τ .
Integrating by parts and using the identityż
R2
ˆ
fps, ζ, YsqAs˚Γpt, z; s, ζq ` Γpt, z; s, ζq12θ
2
sByyfps, ζ, Ysq ` θsGs˚ Γpt, z; s, ζqByfps, ζ, Ysq
˙
dζ
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“
ż
R2
Γpt, z; s, ζq
ˆ
As ` 1
2
θ2sByy ` θsσ1sByν ` hspζ, YsqBy
˙
fps, ζ, Ysqdζ
“
ż
R2
Γpt, z; s, ζq rAsfps, ζ, Ysqdζ,
we getż
R2
fpT, ζ, YT qΓpt, z;T, ζqdζ “
ż
R2
fps, ζ, YsqΓpt, z; s, ζqdζ
`
ż T
s
ż
R2
Γpt, z; τ, ζq
´rhτ pZτ qGτ ` hτ pZτ qBy ` cτ¯ fpτ, ζ, Yτ qdζdτ
`
ż T
s
ż
R2
Γpt, z; τ, ζq pGτ ` θτByq fpτ, ζ, Yτ qdζdW 1τ .
Eventually, we multiply the expression above by e´
şs
t
cτdτ p%t,zs q´1: since
d
´
e´
şs
t
cτdτ p%t,zs q´1
¯
“ e´
şs
t
cτdτ p%t,zs q´1
´
´csds´ rhspZsqdW 1s ¯ ,
dxe´
ş¨
t
cτdτ p%t,z¨ q´1,
ż
R2
fp¨, ζ, Y¨qΓpt, z; ¨, ζqdζys “ ´
ż
R2
Γpt, z; s, ζq
´rhspZsqGs ` hspZsqBy¯ fps, ζ, Ysqdζds,
by Itoˆ formula, for s P pt, T s we have
M t,zT “ e´
şT
t
cτdτ p%t,zT q´1
ż
R2
fpT, ζ, YT qΓpt, z;T, ζqdζ
“M t,zs `
ż T
s
e´
şτ
t
c%d%p%t,zτ q´1
ż
R2
Γpt, z; τ, ζq pGτ ` θτByq fpτ, ζ, Yτ qdζdW 1τ
“M t,zs `
ż T
s
Gt,zτ dW
1
τ .
with Gt,zτ as in (3.13). Now, again by the estimates of the fundamental solution (cf. Theorem 4), the estimates
of the solution f and its derivatives (cf. Corollary 1), the boundedness of the coefficients and the non-
degeneracy condition (5), we deduce the estimate
|Gt,zτ | ď Cp%t,zτ q´1
ż
R2
Γλpτ ´ t, gIW,´1τ,t pζq ´ γt,zτ qdζ ď C 1
for some positive constants C,C 1. This implies (3.14) and concludes the proof.
3.2 Backward filtering SPDE
As in the previous section, in order to apply the general results of Section 1 to the filtering SPDE for system
(3.5), we impose the following conditions:
Assumption 9 (Regularity) The coefficients of (3.5) are such that σ1 P bC3`α0,T pR3q, σˆ P bCα0,T pR3q,
θ P bC3`α0,T pRq, b P bC00,T pR3q, h P bC20,T pR3q.
Assumption 10 (Flattening at infinity) There exist two positive constants ε,M such that
sup
tPr0,T s
`xσ1pt, ¨, ¨qyε,β ` xσ1pt, ¨, ¨qy1{2`ε,β1 ` xθpt, ¨qyε,β ` xθpt, ¨qy1{2`ε,β1 ` xhpt, ¨, ¨qy1{2,β˘ ďM
for |β| “ 1 and |β1| “ 2, 3.
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The backward filtering SPDE for system (3.5) reads
´dButpz, yq “ rAtutpz, yqdt` rGtutpz, yq ‹ dYt
θpt, yq , B :“ Bt ` vBx, (3.15)
where z “ px, vq and
rAt :“ 1
2
`|σpt, z, yq|2Bvv ` 2θpt, yqσ1pt, z, yqBvy ` θ2pt, yqByy˘` bpt, z, yqBv ` hpt, z, yqBy, (3.16)
rGt :“ σ1pt, z, yqBv ` θpt, yqBy ` rhpt, z, yq, rhpt, z, yq :“ hpt, z, yq
θpt, yq .
Before presenting the main result of this section, we comment on the existence of solutions to (3.15). Let
pZt,z,ys , Y t,z,ys , %t,z,y,ηs qsPrt,T s be the solution, starting at time t from pz, y, ηq, of the system of SDEs$’’’&’’’%
dZt “ BZtdt` e2pbpt, Zt, Ytqdt` σipt, Zt, YtqdW it ,
dYt “ hpt, Zt, Ytqdt` θpt, YtqdW 1t ,
d%t “ rhpt, Zt, Ytq2%tdt` rhpt, Zt, Ytq%tdW 1t .
(3.17)
By Girsanov’s theorem, the process
ĂW t,z,ys :“ ż s
t
θ´1pτ, Y t,z,yτ qdY t,z,yτ
“W 1s ´W 1t `
ż s
t
rhpτ, Zt,z,yτ , Y t,z,yτ qdτ, s P rt, T s,
is a Brownian motion w.r.t the measureQt,z,y defined by dQt,z,y “ p%t,z,y,1T q´1dP . Notice also that pĂW t,z,ys qsPrt,T s
is adapted to pFYt,sqsPrt,T s where FYt,s “ σpY t,z,yτ , t ď τ ď sq. Then equation (3.15) can be written in the
equivalent form
´dBuspz, yq “ rAsuspz, yqds` rGsuspz, yq ‹ dĂW ts (3.18)
or, more explicitly,
ut
`
γBT´tpz, yq
˘ “ uT pz, yq ` ż T
t
rAsuspγBT´spz, yqqds` ż T
t
rGsuspγBT´spz, yqq ‹ dĂW ts , t P r0, T s, (3.19)
where γBs pz, yq “ γBs px, v, yq “ px ` sv, v, yq. In (3.18) and (3.19), we simply write ĂW ts instead of ĂW t,z,ys
because the starting point of the Brownian motion is irrelevant in the stochastic integration. Theorem 4
guarantees that a fundamental solution Γ “ Γpt, z, y; s, ζ, ηq for (3.18) exists and satisfies estimates (2.11),
(2.12) and (2.13). Moreover, t ÞÑ Γpt, z, y;T, ζ, ηq is adapted to pFYt,T qtPr0,T s. The main result of this section
is the following
Theorem 11 Let pZt,z,yT , Y t,z,yT q denote the solution of system (3.5) starting from pz, yq at time t P r0, T q
and ϕ P bCpR3q. Under Assumptions 5, 9 and 10, we have
E
“
ϕpZt,z,yT , Y t,z,yT q | FYt,T
‰ “ upϕqt pz, yq
u
p1q
t pz, yq
, pt, z, yq P r0, T s ˆ R2 ˆ R, (3.20)
where u
pϕq
t denotes the solution to (3.15) with final datum u
pϕq
T “ ϕ.
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Definition 6 (Backward filtering density) The normalized process
Γ¯pt, z, y;T, ζ, ηq “ Γpt, z, y;T, ζ, ηqş
R3
Γpt, z, y;T, ζ1, η1qdζ1dη1 ,
for 0 ď t ă T and pz, yq, pζ, ηq P R2ˆR, is called the backward filtering density of system (3.5). By Theorem
11, we have
E
“
ϕpZt,z,yT , Y t,z,yT q | FYt,T
‰ “ ż
R3
Γ¯pt, z, y;T, ζ, ηqϕpζ, ηqdζdη, pt, z, yq P r0, T s ˆ R2 ˆ R, (3.21)
for any ϕ P bCpR3q.
Remark 3 Notice that formulas (3.20) and (3.21) represent the conditional expectation in terms of solutions
to the Cauchy problem for the backward filtering SPDE. This is not the case for formula (3.9) in the forward
case.
In the rest of the section we sketch the proof of Theorem 11. First, notice that under Qt,z,y we have
%t,z,y,ηs “ η exp
ˆż s
t
rhpτ, Zt,z,yτ , Y t,z,yτ qdĂW tτ ´ 12
ż s
t
rhpτ, Zt,z,yτ , Y t,z,yτ q2dτ˙ , s P rt, T s,
and system (3.17) reads$’’’&’’’%
dZt,z,ys “ rBps, Zt,z,ys , Y t,z,ys qds` e2 ´σˆips, Zt,z,ys , Y t,z,ys qdW it ` σ1ps, Zt,z,ys , Y t,z,ys qdĂW ts¯ ,
dY t,z,ys “ θps, Y t,z,ys qdĂW ts ,
d%t,z,y,ηs “ rhps, Zt,z,ys , Y t,z,ys q%t,z,y,ηs dĂW ts ,
(3.22)
where rBps, z, yq “ Bz`e2pbps, z, yq´rhps, z, yqσ1ps, z, yqq. Recalling the notation z “ px, vq P R2 and omitting
the arguments of the coefficients for brevity, the correspondent characteristic operator is
L “ 1
2
´
|σ|2Bvv ` θ2Byy ` η2rh2Bηη ` 2σ1θBvy ` 2ησ1rhBvη ` 2ηθrhByη¯` x rB,∇zy.
We write the backward diffusion SPDE for system (3.22). Assuming that ϕ is smooth and letting Vspz, yq :“
ϕpZs,z,yT , Y s,z,yT q, by Corollary 2 we have
´dpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q “ LpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT qds` BvpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q
´
σˆips, z, yq ‹ dW is ` σ1ps, z, yq ‹ dĂW ts¯
` BypVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT qθps, z, yq ‹ dĂW ts ` BηpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT qηrhps, z, yq ‹ dĂW ts
(noting that BηZt,z,yT “ BηY t,z,yT “ Bηη%t,z,y,ηT “ 0 and ηBη%t,z,y,ηT “ %t,z,y,ηT )
“ 1
2
`|σpt, z, yq|2Bvv ` θ2pt, z, yqByy ` 2σ1θpt, z, yqBvy˘ pVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT qds
`
´rhps, z, yqpσ1Bv ` θByq ` x rBpt, z, yq,∇zy¯pVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT qds
` σˆips, z, yqBvpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q ‹ dW is
`
´
σ1ps, z, yqBv ` θps, z, yqBy ` rhps, z, yq¯ pVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q ‹ dĂW ts
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(noting that rhps, z, yqpσ1Bv ` θByq ` x rBpt, z, yq,∇zy “ vBx ` bpt, z, yqBv ` hpt, z, yqBy)
“ rLpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT qds` σˆips, z, yqBvpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q ‹ dW is
`
´
σ1ps, z, yqBv ` θps, z, yqBy ` rhps, z, yq¯ pVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q ‹ dĂW ts .
where rL “ rAt ` vBx, with rAt as in (3.16), is the infinitesimal generator of pZt, Ytq. Therefore we have
ϕpZt,z,yT , Y t,z,yT q%t,z,y,1T ´ ϕpz, yq “ Vtpz, yq%t,z,y,1T ´ VT pz, yq%T,z,y,1T
“
ż T
t
rLpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT qds` ż T
t
σˆips, z, yqBvpVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q ‹ dW is
`
ż T
t
rGspVspz, yq%s,z,y,ηT q ‹ dĂW ts . (3.23)
Now we take the conditional expectation in (3.23) and exploit the fact that pW 2, . . . ,Wnq is independent of
FYt,T under Qt,z,y (this follows from the crucial assumption that θ is a function of t, y only): setting
u
pϕq
t pz, yq “ EQ
t,z,y
”
Vtpz, yq%t,z,y,1T | FYt,T
ı
,
and applying the standard and stochastic Fubini’s theorems, we directly get the filtering equation
u
pϕq
t pz, yq “ ϕpz, yq `
ż T
t
rLsupϕqs pz, yqds` ż T
t
rGsupϕqs pz, yq ‹ dY t,z,ysθps, yq
which is equivalent to (3.15). Analogously,
u
p1q
t pz, yq :“ EQ
t,z,y
”
%t,z,y,1T | FYt,T
ı
solves the same SPDE with terminal condition u
p1q
T pz, yq ” 1. To conclude, it suffices recall the Bayes rep-
resentation for conditional expectations or the Kallianpur-Striebel’s formula (cf. [30], Lemma 6.1) according
to which we have
E
“
ϕpZt,z,yT , Y t,z,yT q | FYt,T
‰ “ EQt,z,y
”
ϕpZt,z,yT , Y t,z,yT q%t,z,y,1T | FYt,T
ı
EQt,z,y
”
%t,z,y,1T | FYt,T
ı .
4 Proof of Theorem 4
As in [27] the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4 is the Itoˆ-Wentzell formula that transforms the
original SPDE into a PDE with random coefficients. In this section we explain how to tweak the change of
variables introduced in [27] to deal with the additional term h and we also consider the backward equation.
We set d “ 1 for simplicity.
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4.1 Itoˆ-Wentzell change of variables
We first recall some global estimates, proved in [27], Section 4, for γIW, γIW in (2.3)-(2.4) and their derivatives
under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3.
Lemma 1 For any α¯ P r0, αq, we have γIWt,¨ P C3`α¯t,T . Moreover there exists ε P
`
0, 12
˘
and a random, finite
constant c such that, with probability one,
|γIWt,spξ, νq| ď c
a
1` ξ2 ` ν2,
e´cps´tq
ε ď BνγIWt,spξ, νq ď ecps´tq
ε
,
|BξγIWt,spξ, νq| ď cps´ tqε,
|BβγIWt,spξ, νq| ď cps´ tq
εa
1` ξ2 ` ν2 ,
for any pξ, νq P R2, 0 ď t ď s ď T and |β| “ 2. Analogous estimates hold for γIW¨,s P C3,α¯0,s .
We introduce the “hat” operator which transforms any function fspξ, νq, s P rt, T s, into
fˆt,spξ, νq :“ fspξ, γIWt,spξ, νqq.
Let uspξ, νq a solution to (2.1) on rt, T s. Then we define
vt,spζq :“ %ˆt,spζquˆt,spζq, %t,spζq :“ exp
ˆ
´
ż s
t
hτ pζqdWτ ´ 1
2
ż s
t
h2τ pζqdτ
˙
.
We have the following
Proposition 1 us is a solution to the SPDE (2.1) on rt, T s if and only if vt,s is a solution on rt, T s to the
PDE with random coefficients
dBˆvt,spζq “
`
at˚,spζqBννvt,s ` bt˚,spζqBνvt,spζq ` ct˚,spζqvt,spζq
˘
ds, Bˆ “ Bs `Yt,s, (4.1)
where
Yt,s “ Yt,spξ, νq :“ pγIWt,sq1pξ, νqBξ ´ pγIWt,spξ, νqq1pBνγIWt,sq´1pξ, νqBξγIWt,spξ, νqBν , (4.2)
is the first order operator identified with the vector field in (2.7) (with d “ 1) and the coefficients at˚,¨, bt˚,¨,
ct˚,¨ are defined in (4.7) below. Moreover, at˚,¨ P bCαt,T , bt˚,¨, ct˚,¨ P bC0t,T , Yt,¨ P C0,1t,T , BνpYt,¨q1 P bCα¯t,T for
any α¯ P r0, αq, and there exist two random, finite and positive constants m1, m2 such that, for s P rt, T s,
ζ P R2, we have
m´11 ď at˚,spζq ď m1, m´12 ď BνpYt,spζqq1 ď m2, (4.3)
with probability one.
Proof By a standard regularization argument, we may assume u P C2t,T so that equation (2.1) can be written
in the usual Itoˆ sense, namely
duspζq “ pAs,ζ ´ ν1Bξquspζqds` Gs,ζuspsqdWs.
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By the standard Itoˆ-Wentzell formula (see for instance [30], Theorem 1.17), and the chain rule we have
duˆt,s “
ˆ{As,ζut,s ´ γIWt,syB1ut,s ` 12 σˆ2t,syB22ut,s ´yB2Gs,ζ σˆt,s
˙
ds` hˆt,suˆt,sdWs (4.4)
“ pLt,s ´Yt,sq uˆt,sdt` hˆt,suˆt,sdWs,
where Lt,s :“ a¯t,sBvv ` b¯t,sBv ` c¯t,s with
a¯t,s “ 1
2
pBνγIWt,sq´2paˆt,s ´ σˆ2t,sq,
b¯t,s “ pBνγIWt,sq´1
´
bˆt,s ´ σˆt,shˆt,s ´ pBνγIWt,sq´1σˆt,sBν σˆt,s ´ a¯t,sBννγIWt,s
¯
,
c¯t,s “ cˆt,s ´ pBνγIWt,sq´1σˆt,sBν hˆt,s.
(4.5)
Notice that the change of variable is well defined by the estimates of Lemma 1. Next we compute the product
vt,s “ %ˆt,suˆt,s: by the Itoˆ formula d%ˆt,s “ ´%ˆt,shˆt,sdWs and therefore
dvt,spζq “ %ˆt,spζqduˆt,spζq ` uˆt,spζqd%ˆt,s ` dxuˆt,¨pζq%ˆt,¨pζqys (4.6)
“ `%ˆt,spζqLt,sp%ˆ´1t,svt,sqpζq ´ %ˆt,spζqpYt,sp%ˆ´1t,svt,sqqpζq ´ h¯2t,spζqvt,spζq˘ ds.
Now we notice that
%ˆt,spζqpYt,sp%ˆ´1t,svt,sqqpζq “ pYt,svt,sqpζq ` pYt,s ln %ˆ´1t,s qpζqvt,spζq,
and eventually, by a standard application of the Leibniz rule, we get
dvt,spζq “
`
at˚,spζqBvvvt,spζq ´ pYt,svt,sqpζq ` bt˚,spζqBvvt,spζq ` ct˚,spζqvt,spζq
˘
ds,
where
at˚,s “ a¯t,s “ 12 pBνγ
IW
t,sq´2paˆt,s ´ σˆ2t,sq, (4.7)
bt˚,s “ b¯t,s ` 2a¯t,sBν ln %ˆ´1t,s ,
ct˚,s “ c¯t,s ` b¯t,sBν ln %ˆ´1t,s ` a¯t,s
`Bν ln %ˆ´1t,s ` B2ν ln %ˆ´1t,s ˘`Yt,s ln %ˆ´1t,s ´ hˆ2t,s.
The regularity of the coefficients and (4.3) follow directly from (4.7), Assumption 2 and Lemma 1.
Remark 4 When the coefficients are smooth, condition (4.3) ensures the validity of the weak Ho¨rmander
condition: indeed the vector fields
b
at˚,¨Bν and Yt,¨, together with their commutator, span R2 at any point.
In this case a smooth fundamental solution to (4.1) exists by Ho¨rmander’s theorem.
In the backward case the computations are completely analogous since it only suffices to reverse the time
in equations (4.4) and (4.6). Precisely, we introduce the “check” transform
fˇt,spx, vq :“ ftpξ,γIWt,spx, vqq, t P r0, ss,
with γIWt,s as in (2.4). For a solution ut “ utpzq to (2.2) on r0, ss, we define
vt,spzq :“ %ˇt,spzquˇt,spzq, %t,spzq :“ exp
ˆ
´
ż s
t
hτ pzq ‹ dWτ ´ 1
2
ż s
t
h2τ pzqdτ
˙
,
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which solves, on r0, ss, the deterministic equation with random coefficients
´dBvt,spzq “
`
at˚,spzqBvvvt,s ` b˚t,spzqBvvt,spzq ` ct˚,spzqvt,spzq
˘
dt, B “ Bt `Yt,s, (4.8)
where Yt,s and the coefficients are defined similarly to (4.2) and (4.5), exchanging the hat- and check-
transforms in the definitions. As for the forward case, by Assumption 2 and Lemma 1, at˚,¨ P bCαt,T , bt˚,¨, ct˚,¨ P
bC0t,T , Yt,¨ P C0,1t,T , BνpYt,¨q1 P bCα¯t,T , for any α¯ P r0, αq, and there exist two random, finite and positive
constant m1, m2 such that, for t P r0, ss and z P R2, we have
m´11 ď at˚,spzq ď m1, m´12 ď BvpYt,spzqq1 ď m2,
with probability one, which ensures the weak Ho¨rmander condition to hold.
4.2 The parametrix expansion
Equations of the form (4.1) have been studied in [27] by means of a time-dependent parametrix expansion
which takes into account the unbounded drift Y. The only minor difference here is the presence of a term of
order zero c˚ which, as we shall see, does not modify the analysis substantially.
In this section we briefly resume the parametrix construction and show how it works in the backward
framework. For the sake of readability, here we reset the notations and rewrite equation (4.1) as
Asvspζq ´Ysvspζq ´ Bsvspζq “ 0, s P pt, T s, ζ P R2, (4.9)
where As is a second order operator of the form
As “ asBνν ` bsBν ` cs
and Ys “ pYsq1Bξ ` pYsq2Bν is the vector field in (4.2). For fixed pt0, z0q P rt, T q ˆ R2, we linearize Ys by
setting
Yt0,z0s pζq “ Yspγt0,z0s q ` pDYsq pγt0,z0s q
`
ζ ´ γt0,z0s
˘
(4.10)
where
γt0,z0s “ z0 `
ż s
t0
Yτ pγt0,z0τ qdτ, s P rt0, T s,
and DYs is the reduced Jacobian defined as
DYs :“
˜
0 BvpYsq1
0 0
¸
.
Then we consider the linearized version of (4.9), that is
At0,z0s vspζq ´Yt0,z0s vspζq ´ Bsvspζq “ 0, s P pt, T s, ζ P R2,
where
At0,z0s :“ aspγt0,z0s qBνν . (4.11)
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It turns out (cf. [27], Section 5) that, for any choice of the parameters pt0, z0q, equation (4.11) has a funda-
mental solution Γt0,z0 “ Γt0,z0pt, z; s, ζq. Moreover, Γt0,z0 has an explicit Gaussian expression and satisfies
the following estimates for some λ ą 0 that depends only on the general constants of Assumptions 1, 2 and
3:
Γλ´1
`
s´ t, ζ ´ γt0,z0t,s pzq
˘ ď Γt0,z0pt, z; s, ζq ď Γλ `s´ t, ζ ´ γt0,z0t,s pzq˘ ,
|BνΓt0,z0pt, z; s, ξ, νq| ď 1?
s´ tΓλ
`
s´ t, pξ, νq ´ γt0,z0t,s pzq
˘
,
|BννΓt0,z0pt, z; s, ξ, νq| ď 1
s´ tΓλ
`
s´ t, pξ, νq ´ γt0,z0t,s pzq
˘
,
(4.12)
for 0 ď t ă s ď T and z, ζ P R2, with Γλ as in (2.6) and s ÞÑ γt0,z0t,s pzq defined by
γt0,z0t,s pzq “ z `
ż s
t
Yt0,z0τ pγt0,z0τ,t pzqqdτ, s P rt, T s.
We introduce the so-called forward parametrix
Zpt, z; s, ζq :“ Γt,zpt, z; s, ζq, 0 ď t ă s ď T, z, ζ P R2,
that will be used as a first approximation of a fundamental solution Γ of (4.9). Owing to the fact that
γt,zt,s pzq “ γt,zs , Z satisfies estimates (4.12).
Now we set
Hpt, z; s, ζq :“ `As ´Ys ´ pAt,zs ´Yt,zs q˘Zpt, z; s, ζq
and notice that
|Hpt, z; s, ζq| ď |aspζq ´ aspγt,zs q||BννZpt, z; s, ζq|
` |pYs ´Yt,zs qZpt, z; s, ζq| ` |bspζq||BνZpt, z; s, ζq| ` |cspζq||Zpt, z; s, ζq|
(since BνpYsq1 is α¯-Ho¨lder continuous by Proposition 1)
ď
ˆ |ζ ´ γt,zs |α
s´ t `
|ζ ´ γt,zs |1`α¯
ps´ tq3{2 `
|ζ ´ γt,zs |α
ps´ tq1{2 ` 1
˙
Γλps´ t, ζ ´ γt,zs q
(for some λ¯ ą λ)
ď 1ps´ tq1´α¯{2 Γλ¯ps´ t, ζ ´ γ
t,z
s q.
Next, we set
ΓbHpt, z; s, ζq :“
ż s
t
ż
R2
Hpt, z; τ, wqΓpτ, w; s, ζqdwdτ.
A recursive application of the Duhamel principle shows that
Γpt, z; s, ζq “ Zpt, z; s, ζq ` ΓbHpt, z; s, ζq (4.13)
“ Zpt, z; s, ζq `
N´1ÿ
k“1
Z bHbkpt, z; s, ζq ` ΓbHbN pt, z; s, ζq, N ě 1.
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As N tends to infinity we formally obtain a representation of Γ as a series of convolution kernels. Unfor-
tunately, as already noticed in [7] and [27], the presence of the transport term makes it hard to control
the iterated kernels uniformly in N , as opposed to the classical parametrix method for uniformly parabolic
PDEs. Thus the remainder ΓbHbN must be handled with a different technique, borrowed from stochastic
control theory: the rest of the proof proceeds exactly in the same way as in [27] to which we refer for a
detailed explanation.
Next, we consider the backward equation
Atutpzq `Ytutpzq ` Btutpzq “ 0, t P r0, sq, z “ px, vq P R2, (4.14)
where At is a second order operator of the form
At “ atBvv ` btBv ` ct, z “ px, vq P R2,
and Yt “ pYtq1Bx`pYtq2Bv. For a fixed ps0, ζ0q P p0, ssˆR2, we define the linearized version of (4.14), that
is
As0,ζ0t utpzq `Ys0,ζ0t utpzq ` Btutpzq “ 0, t P r0, sq, z P R2, (4.15)
where the definition of Ys0,ζ0t is analogous to that of Y
t0,z0
s in (4.10) and
As0,ζ0t :“ atpγs0,ζ0t qBvv, γs0,ζ0t “ ζ0 `
ż s0
t
Yτ pγs0,ζ0τ qdτ, t P r0, s0s.
Equation (4.15) has an explicit fundamental solution Γs0,ζ0 “ Γs0,ζ0pt, z; s, ζq of Gaussian type, that satisfies
estimates analogous to (4.12). The backward parametrix for (4.14) is defined as
Zpt, z; s, ζq “ Γs,ζpt, z; s, ζq, 0 ď t ă s ď T, z, ζ P R2.
As in the forward case, Duhamel principle yields the expansion
Γpt, z; s, ζq “ Zpt, z; s, ζq `
N´1ÿ
k“1
Z bHbkpt, z; s, ζq ` ΓbHbN pt, z; s, ζq, N ě 1, (4.16)
where Hpt, z; s, ζq “
´
At `Yt ´As0,ζ0t ´Ys0,ζ0t
¯
Zpt, z; s, ζq and the rest of the proof proceeds as in the
forward case. In particular, existence and estimates for the fundamental solutions of (4.1) and (4.8) (in the
sense of Definitions 3 and 5) follow from the parametrix expansions (4.13) and (4.16). Eventually, it suffices
to go back to the original variables to conclude the proof: we refer to [27], Section 6, for full details.
4.3 Proof of Corollary 1
By Theorem 4 there exists a fundamental solution Γ of equation (2.15), in the sense of Definition 5. Moreover,
since σ ” 0, Γ satisfies estimates (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) with gIW,´1t,s ” Id and γs,ζt “ γBt´spζq as in Definition
2. Then, the function
ftpzq :“
ż
Rd`1
Γpt, z, T, ζqϕpζqdζ, pt, zq P r0, T s ˆ Rd`1,
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solves problem (2.14). Since ϕ P bCpRd`1q, we have
sup
zPRd`1
|fzpzq| ď }ϕ}8 sup
zPRd`1
ż
Rd`1
Γpt, z, T, ζqdζ ď C
for a positive constant C. Estimate (2.16) is proven in [9], Proposition 3.3.
5 Backward Itoˆ calculus
In this section we collect some basic result about backward Itoˆ integrals and the backward diffusion SPDE
(or Krylov equation according to [30]). This is standard material which resume the original results in [15],
[17], [18], [20], [31] (see also the monographs [30] and [22]).
Let W “ pWtqtPr0,T s be a d-dimensional Brownian motion on pΩ,F , P,FW q where FW denotes the
standard Brownian filtration satisfying the usual assumptions. We consider
FW,tT “ σpGt YN q, Gt “ σpWs ´Wt, t ď s ď T q, t P r0, T s,
the augmented σ-algebra of Brownian increments between t and T . Notice that pFW,tT q0ďtďT is a decreasing
family of σ-algebras. Then the process
W t :“WT ´WT´t, t P r0, T s,
is a Brownian motion on pΩ,F , P,Fq where
F t :“ FW,T´tT , t P r0, T s,
is the “backward” Brownian filtration. The backward stochastic Itoˆ integral is defined asż s
t
ur ‹ dWr :“
ż T´t
T´s
uT´rdW r, 0 ď t ď s ď T, (5.1)
under the assumptions on u for which the RHS of (5.1) is defined in the usual Itoˆ sense, that is
i) t ÞÑ uT´t is F -progressively measurable (thus ut P mFW,tT for any t P r0, T s);
ii) u P L2pr0, T sq a.s.
For practical purposes, if u is continuous, the backward integral is the limitż s
t
ur ‹ dWr :“ lim|pi|Ñ0`
nÿ
k“1
utk
`
Wtk ´Wtk´1
˘
(5.2)
in probability, where pi “ tt “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ su denotes a partition of rt, ss.
A backward Itoˆ process is a process of the form
Xt “ XT `
ż T
t
bsds`
ż T
t
σs ‹ dWs, t P r0, T s,
also written in differential form as
´dXt “ btdt` σt ‹ dWt. (5.3)
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Theorem 12 (Backward Itoˆ formula) Let v “ vpt, xq P C1,2pRě0ˆRdq and let X be the process in (5.3).
Then
´dvpt,Xtq “
ˆ
pBtvqpt,Xtq ` 1
2
pσtσt˚ qijpBxixjvqpt,Xtq ` pbtqipBxivqpt,Xtq
˙
dt` pσtqij pBxivq pt,Xtq ‹ dW jt .
(5.4)
A crucial tool in our analysis is the following
Theorem 13 (Backward diffusion SPDE) Assume b, σ P bC3pRě0 ˆ Rdq and denote by s ÞÑ Xt,xs the
solution of the SDE
dXt,xs “ bps,Xt,xs qds` σps,Xt,xs qdWs (5.5)
with initial condition Xt,xt “ x. Then the process pt, xq ÞÑ Xt,xT solves the backward SPDE$&%´dX
t,x
T “ LXt,xT dt` σijpt, xqBxiXt,xT ‹ dW jt ,
XT,xT “ x,
(5.6)
where
L “ 1
2
pσpt, xqσ˚pt, xqqijBxjxi ` bipt, xqBxi
is the characteristic operator of X. More explicitly, in (5.6) we have
LXt,xT ”
1
2
pσpt, xqσ˚pt, xqqijBxjxiXt,xT ` bipt, xqBxiXt,xT .
Remark 5 The regularity assumption of Theorem 13 on the coefficients is by no means optimal: [30], Theorem
5.1, proves that pt, xq ÞÑ Xt,xT is a generalized (or classical, under non-degeneracy conditions) solution of (5.6)
if b, σ P bC1pRě0 ˆ Rdq.
Proof For illustrative purposes we only consider the one-dimensional, autonomous case. A general proof can
be found in [30], Proposition 5.3. Here we follow the “direct” approach proposed in [31]. By standard results
for stochastic flows (cf. [22]), x ÞÑ Xt,xT is sufficiently regular to support the derivatives in the classical sense.
We use the Taylor expansion for C2-functions:
fpδq ´ fp0q “ δf 1p0q ` δ
2
2
f2pλδq, λ P r0, 1s. (5.7)
We have
Xt,xT ´ x “ Xt,xT ´XT,xT
“
nÿ
k“1
´
X
tk´1,x
T ´Xtk,xT
¯
“
(by the flow property)
“
nÿ
k“1
ˆ
X
tk,X
tk´1,x
tk
T ´Xtk,xT
˙
“
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(by (5.7) with fpδq “ Xtk,x`δT and δ “ ∆kX :“ Xtk´1,xtk ´ x)
“
nÿ
k“1
ˆ
∆kXBxXtk,xT `
p∆kXq2
2
BxxXtk,x`λk∆kXT
˙
(5.8)
for some λk “ λkpωq P r0, 1s. Now, we have
∆kX “ Xtk´1,xtk ´ x “
ż tk
tk´1
bpXtk´1,xs qds`
ż tk
tk´1
σpXtk´1,xs qdWs.
Thus, setting
∆kt “ tk ´ tk´1, ∆kW “Wtk ´Wtk´1 , r∆kX “ bpxq∆kt` σpxq∆kW,
by standard estimates for solutions of SDEs, we have
∆kX ´ r∆kX “ ż tk
tk´1
`
bpXtk´1,xs q ´ bpxq
˘
ds`
ż tk
tk´1
`
σpXtk´1,xs q ´ σpxq
˘
dWs “ Op∆ktq,
BxxXtk,x`λk∆kXT ´ BxxXtk,xT “ Op∆ktq,
in the square mean sense or, more precisely,
E
„
|∆kX ´ r∆kX|2 ` ˇˇˇBxxXtk,x`λk∆kXT ´ BxxXtk,xT ˇˇˇ2 ď cp1` |x|2qp∆ktq2
with c depending only on T and the Lipschitz constants of b, σ. From (5.8) we get
Xt,xT ´ x “
nÿ
k“1
˜ r∆kXBxXtk,xT ` p r∆kXq22 BxxXtk,xT
¸
`Op∆ktq.
Next we recall (5.2) and notice that BxXtk,xT , BxxXtk,xT P mFW,tkT . Thus, passing to the limit, we have
nÿ
k“1
r∆kXBxXtk,xT ÝÑ ż T
t
bpt, xqBxXs,xT ds`
ż T
t
σpxqBxXs,xT ‹ dWs,
nÿ
k“1
p r∆kXq2BxxXtk,xT ÝÑ ż T
t
σ2pxqBxxXs,xT ds,
in the square mean sense and this concludes the proof.
We have a useful corollary of Theorem 13.
Corollary 2 (Invariance of the backward diffusion SPDE) For v P bC2pRdq and X as in (5.5), let
V t,xT “ vpXt,xT q. Then V t,xT satisfies the same SPDE (5.6), that is
´dV t,xT “ LV t,xT dt` σijpt, xqBxiV t,xT ‹ dW jt
with terminal condition V T,xT “ gpxq.
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Proof To fix ideas, we first consider the one-dimensional case: by the backward SPDE (5.6) and the backward
Itoˆ formula (5.4), we have
´dvpXt,xT q “
ˆ
σ2pt, xq
2
v2pXt,xT qpBxXt,xT q2 `
σ2pt, xq
2
v1pXt,xT qBxxXt,xT ` bpt, xqv1pXt,xT qBxXt,xT
˙
dt
` σpt, xqv1pXt,xT qBxXt,xT ‹ dWt “
(using the identities BxV t,xT “ v1pXt,xT qBxXt,xT and BxxV t,xT “ v2pXt,xT qpBxXt,xT q2 ` v1pXt,xT qBxxXt,xT )
“
ˆ
σ2pt, xq
2
BxxV t,xT ` bpt, xqBxV t,xT
˙
dt` σpt, xqBxV t,xT ‹ dWt
and this proves the thesis. In general, we have
BxhV t,xT “ p∇vqpXt,xT qBxhXt,xT ,
BxhxkV t,xT “ pBijvqpXt,xT qpBxhXt,xT qipBxkXt,xT qj ` p∇vqpXt,xT qpBxhxkXt,xT q,
(5.9)
and by (5.6) and (5.4)
´dvpXt,xT q “
ˆ
1
2
`p∇Xt,xT qσpt, xqpp∇Xt,xT qσpt, xqq˚˘ij pBijvqpXt,xT q˙ dt
`
ˆ
1
2
pσpt, xqσ˚pt, xqqijBxjxiXt,xT ` bpt, xq∇Xt,xT
˙
p∇vqpXt,xT qdt
` p∇vqpXt,xT qp∇Xt,xT qσpt, xq ‹ dWt “
(by (5.9))
“
ˆ
1
2
pσpt, xqσ˚pxqqijBxjxiV t,xT ` bpt, xq∇V t,xT
˙
dt`∇V t,xT σpt, xq ‹ dWt.
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